WE BELIEVE

The CROWN will transform Cincinnati into a leading destination to live, work and play by linking our regional trail network and reconnecting our neighborhoods.
CROWN is our legacy for the 21st century.

CROWN is led by a public/private partnership to build a trail network connecting neighborhoods, parks, colleges, museums, and downtown.

1817 Piatt Park is donated to the City of Cincinnati
1907 George Kessler creates the City’s first park plan
1930 Hamilton County Park District is created
2024 Scheduled completion for Wasson Way & Ohio River Trail
The CROWN trail network will...

- Link trails and parks
- Reconnect neighborhoods
- Spur economic development
- Attract and retain talent
- Improve public health
- Expand transportation options
- Increase transportation equity
- Promote environmental sustainability
North of Gilbert-McMillan intersection, looking north

- **PNC BANK**
- **PARAMOUNT BUILDING**

Legend:
- **SIDEWALK**: VARIES
- **PARKING**: 8' PAVEMENT
- **TRAVEL LANE**: 10' PAVEMENT
- **PEAK**: RESTRICTED

56' Width

---

**Walnut Hills Reinvestment Plan**
**Gilbert Avenue Redesign**

11.28.2016
North of Gilbert-McMillan intersection, looking north

- New transit platforms
- New mid-block pedestrian connection
- Enhanced streetscaping

- Full-time on-street parking

- Multi-modal
- Proposed
- Proposed

56'